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Fig. S1: Correlation analyses between CHIMERE and car-MAXDOAS observations (along large circles and inside large circles) for a) the original data sets, b), rotated CHIMERE data, and c) rotated CHIMERE data and smoothed car-MAXDOAS data.
Fig. S1: Correlation analyses between CHIMERE and car-MAXDOAS observations (along large circles) for a) the original data sets, b) rotated CHIMERE data, and c) rotated CHIMERE data and smoothed car-MAXDOAS data.
Fig. S2: Correlation analyses between CHIMERE and car-MAXDOAS observations (all measurements) for a) the original data sets, b) rotated CHIMERE data, and c) rotated CHIMERE data and smoothed car-MAXDOAS data.
Fig. S3: Correlation analyses between OMI observations (v2.0 for CF < 30%) and different versions of car-MAXDOAS observations (along large circles). a) original car-MAXDOAS; b) smoothed car-MAXDOAS; c) car-MAXDOAS corrected for spatial gradients within the satellite ground pixels (see text).
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Fig. S4: Comparison of different versions of the three data sets for individual days during the two Megapoli campaigns.
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